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1. INTRODUCTION
The computer program PLDRVR implements the Hodges-Artley Spring Small Grains
Planning Date Distribution Model (ref. 1). This document supplements the
user's guide (ref. 2) with detailed information with respect to the PLOW
program. Sample input and output files are available in reference 2.
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2, PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The PLOW program is written in the Fortran prograirciing language. It was
developed at the NASA Johnson Space Center on the Earth Observations Division
Laboratory System AS/3000 computer. The system has an IBM Fortran-V compiler
and the Conversational Monitoring System (CMS).
Figure 1 illustrates the arrangement of the program components. The program
has four, major part,: input (METRDR and SPIN); parameter calculation (SPONGE,
DEGDAY, and SPFILL); planting model (PLANTM and its subprogram family); and
output (ANSWER and, optionally, TEST). The main program calla each of these
subroutines once during each iteration. The program stops when the end of the
meteorological data file is reached.
Three intrinsic functions are utilized: MOD, the integer remaindering func-
tion, in SPLIT and M05ES EXP, the exponential function, in VAPOR; and FLOAT,
the integer-to-floating point conversion function, in MOSES.
Input is from two disk files which are defined in CMS as units 10 and 20.
These files contain initial values '`or the sponge variable and meteorological
data, respectively. Output is to two disk files which are defined in CMS as
units 7 and 8. File 7 contains a year's list of the meteorological variables
and model parameters to aid the verification of the implementation.
The PLORVR program requires a virtual machine with less than one megabyte of
storage. The amount of temporary disk space required to execute the program
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3. COMPLETE SUBPROGRAM INFORMATION
A complete description of each subprogram in the PLDRVR program is included in
this ser,tion. It thould ^e noted that all variables are single precision and
that there are no coinnon blocks.
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3.1, MAIN
The purpose of the MAIN program is to access the input, parameter calculating,
model, and output subroutines for a location, and to return to the top of the
program and repeat the process for each location in the meteorological data
file.
CALLING PROCEDURE: Not applicable.
INPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.
REFERENCED BY: Not applicable.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: Subroutines ANSWER, DCGDAY, METRDR, PLANTM, SKILL,
SPIN, SPONGE, %end, optionally, TEST.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: MDL(100), PARMS(4 0 366) 0 PLANT(22), and WX(6,366).





Local variables for the MAIN program are as follows:
Name Type	 Description
CAP	 R	 Water-holding capacity of the sponge (iiroisture variable).
Initialized in a data statement.
CRD	 I	 Crop reporting district of the segment.
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Name Type Description




IPD I Initial	 planting date found by the model.
ISEG I Segment identification number.
LAT R Latitude of the weather station.
LPD I Last planting date found by the model.
MDL I 140-element array of the planting days found by the model. 	 All
elements initialized to 0 in a data statement.
MPO I Median planting date found by the model.
NUMPD I The total number of planting dates found by the model.
PARMS R 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting ov-1el.
	
For
PARMS (I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable:	 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought
threshold for range-adjusted base 321 growing degree days; 3,
base 32°F growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base 321
growing degree days.	 All elements are initialized to 9999 in a
data statement.
PINDEX I	 Number of representative dates found by the model.
PLANT	 I	 22-element array of the representative dates found by the model.
SPINIT R	 Starting value for the sponge.
ST	 I	 State identification number for the segment.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(i,J),
J 'g o. the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by
user; 5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches. All
elements initialized to 9999 in a data statement.
YR	 I	 Year of the weather data.
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32 METRDR
The METRDR subroutine reads meteorological da*i for one location and year and
puts them into the WX array, and enu:c the program after the last set of
meteorological data has been read and run through the planting model.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL METRDR(ISEG,WX,LAT,DIV,YR,ST,CRD)
INPUT PARAMETERS None.
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: CRD, DIV, ISEG, LAT, ST, WX, and YR
REFERENCED BY The METRDR subroutine is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES	 Unit 20, file of meteorological data for input.
ARRAYS: P(16), T(2,10), and WX(60366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name ape	 Description
CRp	I	 Crop reporting district of the segment.
DIV	 A	 State climatological division of the weather station.
ISEG	 I	 Segment identific:alion number.
IYR	 I	 Year of the weather data. Read from the data and control cards on
unit 20.
J	 I	 DO loop index.
JD	 I	 Day of year.
K	 I	 Loop index.
LAT
	
R	 Latitude of weather station.
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Name Ue Description
NCARDS I Loop counter of the number of data cards read from unit 20.
ND I Day-of-year counter.
P I 16-element array for temporary holding of precipitation data.
ST I State identification number for the segment.
*	 T I 2-by-10 array for temporary holding of maximum and minimum
ternpevatures.	 For T(I,J), J is the day of the year, I - 1 for
maximum temperatures, and I - 2 for minimum temperatures.
WX R 6-by-366 array of daily meterological variables.	 For WX (I,J),
J is the day of the year and I refers to a particulAr weather
variable:	 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by
user; 5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
YR I Year for which weather data was obtained.
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3.3 SPIN
The SPIN subroutine initializes the sponge at a given location and year,
either at half-capacity or at a value read from a file.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL SPIN(STN,YR,SPINIT,CAP)
INPUT PARAMETERS: CAP, STN, YR
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: SPINIT
REFERENCED BY: The SPIN routine is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: Unit 19, file of locations and values at which to




CAP	 R	 Water-holding capacity of the sponge.
ID	 T	 Identification number of the sponge value in file 19.
SPINIT
	 R	 Initial value for the sponge.
STN	 R	 Location identification number from MAIN program.
VALUE	 R	 Initial value of the sponge read from file 19.




The SPONGE subroutine calculates daily values of the sponge and puts them into
the WX array.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL SPONGE(WX,CAP,SPINIT)
INPUT PARAMETERS: CAPO SPINIT, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: WX (row 6 only)
REFERENCED BY: The SPONGE subroutine is referenced by the MAIN program.






	 R	 Water-holding capacity of the sponge.
JD	 I	 DO loop index (day of year).
PPN	 R	 Daily precipitation value, inches.
SPINIT R
	
Starting value for the sponge.
TN	 R	 Daily minimum temperature, °F.
TX	 R	 Daily maximum temperature, °F.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J),
J is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1:, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by
user; 5, defined by user and 6, sponge value, inches.`
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3.4.1 EP
The EP function estimates monthly pan evaporation from maximum and minimum
temperatures using the Trenchard algorithm.
CALLING PROCEDURE; EP(TX,TN)
INPUT PARAMETERS: TN, TX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.
REFERENCED BY: The EP function is referenced by subroutine SPONGE.







TN	 R	 Minimum temperature in °F.
TX	 R	 Maximum temperature in °F.
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3.4.2 ]APOR
The purpose of the VAPOR function is to calculate the saturation vapor
pressure over water in millibars at a temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.
CALLING PROCEDURE: VAPOR(T)
INPUT PARAMETERS: T
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.
REFERENCED BY: The VAPOR function is referenced by function CP.





T	 R	 Temperature in OF.
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3.5 DEGDAY
The purpose of the DEGDAY subroutine is to accumulate growing degree days and
range-adjusted growing degree days from a starting date with a specified base
temperature and put the daily values into the PARMS array.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL DEGDAY(WX,START,BASE,PARMS)
INPUT PARAMETERS: BASE, START, AND WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: FARMS (rows 3 and 4)
REFERENCED BY: The DEGDAY subprogram is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Description
BASE	 R	 Base temperature of the growing degree days.
DD	 R	 One day's degree day value.
I	 I	 DO loop index (day of year).
PARMS R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3, base 32°F




One day's range-adjusted degree day value.
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Name T&e	 Descri tp ion
START	 I	 Day of year on which to begin degree day accumulation.
TM	 R	 Daily mean temperature.
TN	 R	 Daily minimun temperature.
TX	 R	 Daily maximum temperature.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J) J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather vari-
able: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature, °F;
3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by user;
5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
Y	 R	 Cumulator of growing degree days.
Z	 R	 Cumulator of range-adjusted growing degree days.
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3.6 SPFILL
The purpose of subroutine SPFILL is to calculate the drought threshold for the
range-adjusted growing degree days and the spot,,,ge-precipitation variable and
put their daily values into the PARMS array.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL SPFILL(WX,PkRMS)
INPUT PARAMETERS: WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: PARMS (rows 1 and 2)
REFERENCED BY: The SPFILL subprogram is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type Description
DELT I Number of days since last increase or saturation in the
sponge.	 Current day counts as one day.
I I DO loop index (day of year).
IB I First date of sponge wetting or saturation period.
IDAY I Day-of-year counter in determination or LASTSP.
INDEX I DO loop index (day of year).




PARMS	 R 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. 	 For
PARMS(l,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable:	 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought
threshold for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days;
3, base 32°F growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base
32°F growing degree days.
PRE	 R Sinn of daily precipitation during the period of in which the
sponge is increased or saturated.
WX	 R 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological	 variables.	 For WX(I,,)),
J is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable:	 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation 	 (liquid equivalent),	 inches; 4, defined by
user; 5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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3.7 PLANTM
The purpose of the PLANTM subroutine is to serve as a driver for the planting
model subprograms.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL PLANTM(WX,PARMS.:PD,MPD,LPD,PLANT,PINDEX,MDL,NUMPD)
INPUT PARAMETERS: PARMS and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: IPD, LPD, MDL, MPD, NUMPD, PINDEX, and PLANT
REFERENCED BY: The PLANTM subroutine is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: Integer functions FSTPLT, LSTPLT, and MODLST and
subroutines MODMED and PLANTR.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: MDL(100), PP.RMS(4,366), PLANT(22), and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name	 Type	 Description
IPD	 I	 Initial planting date found by the model (original and final
estimates).
LAD	 I	 Last planting date found by the model.
MDL	 I	 100-element array of the planting days found by the model.
MPD	 I	 Median planting date found by the model.
N	 I	 Number of modeled planting days between the first planting date
and the median date.






NUMPD	 I	 Initially, the number of planting sates between the median and
the last planting dates (12 in the nondrought situation). It is
then added with N to give the total number of planting dates
found by the model.
PARMS	 R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought thresh-
old for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3, bask
32°F growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted bake 32°F
growing degree days.
PINDFX	 I	 Number of representative dates found by the model.
PLANT
	
I	 22-element array of the representative dates found by the model.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J),
J is the day of V ,
 year, and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by




The purpose of the integer function FSTPLT is to find the first planting date
by either of two algorithms (with or without the dreught adaptation).
CALLING PROCEDURE: FSTPLT(WX,PARMS,ITYPF)
INPUT PARAMETERS: ITYPE O PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.




ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name	 Type	 Description
ITYPE	 I	 Flag for algorithm type: 0, original algorithm (ref. 1) 1,
modified algorithm for drought.
JD	 I	 DO loop index (day of year).
PARMS	 R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3, base 32°F




WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J), J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular Weather
variable: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
OF- 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by





The purpose of the MODMED subroutine is to determine the number of planting
days between the initial and median planting days and thus obtain the median
planting date.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL MODMED(WX,PARMS,IPD,NEWPD,MPD,N)
INPUT PARAMETERS: IPD, NEWPD, FARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: MPD and N
REFERENCED BY: The MOOMED subroutine is referenced by subroutine PLANTM.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: Function MEDPLT.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type description
IPD I Initial	 planting date found by the model without a check for
drought.
MPD I Median planting date found by the model.
N I Time in modeled planting dates between initial and median
planting dates.







4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-participation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3, base 32°F
growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base 32°F growing
degree days.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J), J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by




The purpose of the MEDPLT function is to established the median planting date
as occurring a certain number of days after the first planting date.
CALLING PROCEDURE: MEDPLT(WX,PARMS,IPD,N)
INPUT PARAMETERS: IPD, N, PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.
REFERENCED BY: The MEDPLT function is referenced by subroutine MODMED.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Description
I	 I	 Counter of modeled planting dates.
IPD	 I	 Initial planting date found by the model.
N	 I	 Number of planting days between the initial and median planting
days.
PARMS R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS (I,J ), J is the day of the year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days, 3, base 32*F





WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J), J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1, 6aximmi temperature, OF; 2, minimun temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by
user; 5, defintM by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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3.7.3 LSTPLT
The purpose of integer function LSTPLT is to establish the last planting date
as occurring a certain number of days after the median.
CALLING PROCEDURE: LSTPLT(IFIRST,WX,PARMS,NUMPD)
INPUT PARAMETERS: IFIRST, NUMPD, PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.




ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Description
IFIRST	 I	 Day from which to locate the last planting date.
JD	 I	 GO TO loop index (day of year).
N	 I	 Counter of modeled planting dates.
NUMPD	 I	 The number of planting dates between the median and final
planting dates.
PARMS	 R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
°ARMS(I,J), J is the day of the year and I refers to a particu-
lar variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought
threshold for range-adjusted base 321 growing days; 3, base




WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J),
J is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1, maximtm► temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by
user; 6, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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3.7.4 MODLST
The purpose of integer function MODLST is to check for drought on the last
planting day, and, if there is a drought, to recalculate the last planting
day.
CALLING PROCEDURE: MODLST(WX,PARMS,LDAY,NUMPD)
INPUT PARAMETERS: LDAY, NUMPD, PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: NUMPD




ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Description
FLAG	 I	 Precipitation event flag.
I	 I	 DO loop index (day of year).
JD	 I	 GO TO loop index (day of year).
WAY
	
I	 Initial estimate of the last planting date.







4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 321 growing degree days; 3, base 32°F
growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base 32°F growing
degree days.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J), J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather vari-
able: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature, °F;
3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by user;
5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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3.7.5 PLANTR
The purpose of the PLANTR subroutine is to determine the series (strings) of
consecutive planting days within the planting period and to obtain dates which
represent the strings and the planting period.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL PLANTR(WX,PARMS,ISTART,MEDIAN,PLANT,PINDEX,NUMPD,MDL)
INPUT PARAMETERS: ISTART, MEDIAN, NUMPD, PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: MDL, PINDEX, and PLANT
REFERENCED BY: The PLANTR subroutine is referenced by subroutine PLANTM.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: Subroutines ILAST and SPLIT.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.




I	 I	 DO loop index and index of modeled planting date strings.
FIRST I	 22-element array of first dates in each string of planting
dates,
IIIPD	 I- Third representative date for a string of planting dates.
IIPD	 I Second representative date for a string of planting dates.
IN1	 I Length of time (days) between a solitary planting date and the
end of the previous string of planting dates.
IN2	 I Length of time (days) between a solitary planting date and the
beginning of the next string of planting dates.
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Name Type	 Description
IPD	 I	 First representative date for a string of planting dates.
ISTART	 I	 Initial planting date found by the model.
LAST	 I	 22-element array of last dates in each string of planting dates.
	
LENGTH I	 22-element array of the number of days in each string of
planting dates.
LTQTAL	 I	 Total number of planting days [the sum of the length (I)'s].
MDL	 I	 100-element array of the planting days fo. ,id by the model.
MEDIAN	 I	 Median planting date found the model.
NSTRNG	 I	 Number of strings of planting dates.
NUMPD	 I	 The total number of planting dates to be found by the model.
PARMS	 R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought
threshold for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days;
3, base 32°F growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base
32°F growing degree days.
PINDEX	 I	 Number of representative dates found by the model.
PLANT	 I	 22-element array of the representative dates found by the model.
WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J),
J is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather
variable: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature,
°F; 3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by
user; 5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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3.7.5.1 ILAST
The purpose of the MAST subroutine is to determine the last day in a series
(string) of consecutive planting days.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL ILAST(IFIRST,LAST,N,WX,PARMS,LTOTAL,NUMPD,MDL)
INPUT PARAMETERS: IFIRST, LTOTAL, NUMPD, PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: LAST, MDL, and N
REFERENCED BY: The ILAST subroutine is referenced by subroutine PLANTR.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: None.
ARRAYS: MDL(100), PARMS(4,366), and WX(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Descript?on
IFIRST	 I	 Day from which to locate the last planting date.
JD	 I	 GO TO loop index (day of year).
LAST	 I	 Last date in a string of planting dates.
LTOTAL	 I	 Total number of planting dates.
MDL	 I	 100-element array of the planting days found by the model.
N	 I	 Length of planting date string in days.





	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge- precipitation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3, base 32°F
growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base 32°F growing
degree days.
A R 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX 0 ,J), J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather vari-
able; 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature, °F;
3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by user;
5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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3.7.5.2 SPLIT
The purpose of subroutine SPLIT is to split a series (string) of consecutive
planting days into substrings based on the overall length of the string, and
to obtain dates which represent these substrings of days.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL SPLIT(IF,MED,IL,N,DAYI,DAY2,DAY3)
INPUT PARAMETERS: IF, IL, MED, and N
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: DAY1, DAY2, and DAYS
REFERENCED BY: The SPLIT subroutine is referenced by subroutine PILANTR.





DAYI I First representative date for a string of planting dates.
DAY2 I Second representative date for a string of planting dates.
DAYS I Third representative date for a string of planting dates.
IF I First day in first substring of planting days.
IIF I First day in second substring of planting days.
IIIF I First day in third substring of planting days.
IL I Last day in a string of planting days.
K I Length of first substring of planting days.
KK I Length of second substring of planting days.
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Name Type	 Description
KKK	 I	 Length of third substring of planting days.
KKMOO	 I	 Flag for odd or even length of substrings: 0 if even, nonzero if
odd.
MED	 I	 Overall median planting date found by the model.
N	 I	 Length of planting date string in days.
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3.7.5.3 MOSES
The purpose of the MOSES function is to determine the median of a series
(string) of consecutive days. In the event of a string of even length, the
median is rounded toward the overall median.
CALLING PROCEDURE; MOSES(N,IL,MED,IL)
INPUT PARAMETERS: II, IL, MED, and N
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: Not applicable.
REFERENCED BY: The MOSES function is referenced by subroutine SPLIT.







II	 I	 First day in substring.
IL	 I	 Last day in substring.
IREMOR	 I	 Flag for odd or even length of substring: 0 if even, nonzero if
odd.
MED	 I	 The overall median planting date found by the model.
N	 I	 Length_ of planting date string in days.
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3.8 ANSWER
The purpose of subroutine ANSWER is to write the results of the model for one
location to a disk file.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL ANSWER (YR,ISEG,IPD,MPD,LPD, PLANT, PINDEX,MDL,NUMPD)
INPUT PARAMETERS: IPD, SEG. LPD, MDL, MPD, NUMPD, PINDEX, PLANT, dnd YR
OUTPUT PARXIETERS: None.
REFERENCED BY: The ANSWER subroutine is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: Unit 7.
ARRAYS: MDL(100), PARMS(4,366), and PLANT(22)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Description
I	 I	 DO loop index (day of year).
IPD	 I	 Initial planting date found by the model.
ISEG	 I	 Segment identificati% number.
LPD	 I	 Last, planting date found by the model.
MDL
	
I	 100-element array of the planting days found by the model.
MPD	 I	 Median planting date found by the model.







4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought
threshold for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3,
base 34?l growing degree days; and 4, range-adjusted base 32°F
growing degree days.
Number of representative dates found by the model.
PLANT	 I	 22-element array of the representative dates found by the model.
YR	 I	 Year for which the weather data were obtained.
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3.9 TEST
The purpose of the TEST subroutine is to aid the checking of prograri
implementation by writing the daily values of WX and PARMS arrays to a disk
file.
CALLING PROCEDURE: CALL TEST(WX,PARMS,ISEG)
INPUT PARAMETERS: ISEG, PARMS, and WX
OUTPUT PARAMETERS: None.
REFERENCED BY: The TEST subroutine is referenced by the MAIN program.
SUBPROGRAMS REFERENCED: None.
INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES: Unit 8.
ARRAYS: PARMS(4,366) and W,ti(6,366)
LOCAL VARIABLES:
Name Type	 Description
I	 I	 DO loop index (day of year).
ISEG	 I	 Segment identification number.
J	 I	 DO loop index.
PARMS R	 4-by-366 array of parameters used by the planting model. For
PARMS(I,J), J is the day of year and I refers to a particular
variable: 1, sponge-precipitation variable; 2, drought threshold
for range-adjusted base 32°F growing degree days; 3, base 32°F




WX	 R	 6-by-366 array of daily meteorological variables. For WX(I,J), J
is the day of the year and I refers to a particular weather vari-
able: 1, maximum temperature, °F; 2, minimum temperature, °F;
3, precipitation (liquid equivalent), inches; 4, defined by user;
5, defined by user; and 6, sponge value, inches.
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ENDFIINCT ON MOSF S (N• t t •WE • TL)
C nETF_4 MINF N ( IMPER OF DAYS To MEnIAN OF STRING OF LENGTH N
C EVEN STRTNrvS0 OEDIAN IS SHIFTED TOWAQO THE OVERALL MEDIAN PLANTINGC DATE 1wFn)M+ ES = FI.nAT (N) i2. - 005MnP : uno(N•p)
IF"(IRFMDP.E0s0 .ANn. IiwLE.MED .AND. IL •LE.(MED+MOSES))
ARFTTURN	
Mn%FS s MOSES • 1
EN0
C 0r0*00w+ n 11 T P 1.1 T	 S U A R n U T I N E S •A^^Awwwwawww^w^wwwwAww^^
C ALLSC4LLINf.NPARA" TERSpARE INPlIIToPAOAMFOEHSANTTHFNDEX.MUL•NUMPD)
C SUPRAU NE Po nM1CCC.: S ONLY PQTNTFn O U TPUT'--- THE RESULTS OF THE MODEL
C YR ( YF,AQ) tSFG (SFCfMFNT NUM9F"R)• ARE LOCATION IDENTIFIERS
C	 PD. MP09 Pn• AMD AMQAYS PLANT ANA MOL ARE MOOS RESULTS
C
C P ANT CnNTKINS THE PEPRESENTATTVF DAY£S
C PINpFXNIC T THF aNitAMHFQE f AYSNWHICHDRFPRESENT THE PLANTING PERIOD
C PERInO I (THPE hillmPERRROF OATESLINNMCLNFORGTHISESEGMENT) PLANTING
REAL AR49 { 4.166)
tNTFG4 MnL(I00)•YR9PLANT(?7).P NoEX
WIR t TE(7.7nnn) Yp •I4F.69 1 pn•Mon• n•(PLANT(tj) •
TE
t= 11 •PINUpEEX)
C	 WPITF YF, AR. SE51AENT N11MSE R• INIT^AL P ANTINri DA • ME AN
C PANTING naTF. LAST PLANTING DATE• AND THE PINOEX NUM9'ER OF REPNE
C 5 NTATIVF neTFS GFNERATER HY THE MODEL
7000 FnP4AT(I?.19t4)
wP ITF.(7.7n1O) (MnL(I)•J=I•NOMPO)





C TEST WRITFS M4XT u (1M AND MTNIM( ►M TEMPERATURES. PRECIPITATION•S5PONGE•
C SPONGE/PPFCIPITATInµ VAwIANLF,+ G0032R*45• GDO• AND 00032R TO FILE A.
C ISEG TS AN JnF,NT1FIERWX A ,10 PARM A PE STTAN5APD ARRAYS.
PFA WX ( ►^ .35F) • PARMS ( 4.356)
On 0 [:9n•1Sn
WR TF(H?Annn) TSE59I9( NX( J9I)9J=1.3)•WX(6•I)9(PARMS(J9l)9J=1+4)
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•iiiiirii F




*^ETRtfRII' FG•1r%^LAt•t}IV•Y4•STrCRt1!RFA	 1,tX (9•ll 04)INT GER T (^• 1 n! .Y ►!•ST^CRn•P f 1^,!
C 4EAnFNA FQ c'APn	 •
RrAn(7n•?mnnn•iN112491ISEr_:.ST• At•r4n•nIV
20000 FORMAT (I4.4K9[ •tiX•F5.2v42X.I •1?x.A4)An 4n h , CA pnS'el oc;C READ P_ FCTPtTitI0,4 CARQ SRFAD (;a MPn^ln t •FMU="i ► Jn•P-p IYR20001 FnOmATIA , T'1•txsJ0t4 •4X• T4?)
g(NCARns F4 1) YPsIY
4
n•Fn. -g4)G6 Tn 5J01416
ND=Jn•J-)F tNn,C,;!?6^+1.r,n TO n
C AT Twl Erin OF Hr YEA99 ^EAn THE FLAC', CARD REFOIiE PROCEEDING TO
C THE TFMPF4ATlo 4F nAtAWx('1 Nlol:P(J)i0.n1
S CONTINUF
19 CONT I N I IECONTIM11F
C	 REAn TEMPF,RATuRF nATAD	 '+ICAPnq=1 9 '101o
20002 FnPMA FX.I34P0T3)
TF(JID . F0,vA )RETURN
ONns Jn oJ, t1O
IF(Nn.r+T,l A6) rO TO 2S
WX(1•Nn)=T(l.J)i1.n
wx ( 2 •KIn) =T (29.1) • _.0
PO _C -N-I1 t FIE
99 STOP
SUpRO1ITTrfF SPTN ( STN YA•Sc IN T•CAA)
C C1V I+I THE L orATMN ('STN) AMn Y .Ak (YR). READ FROM FILE 19
C THE INITIAL. VAL11F FOR THE SPON6F. USUALLY• T IS IS THE V4 UE ON THE
T
AST nAY OF THF, UaEVIOUS YE.AP FnR THE OCATIONe IF THERE S NO VALUE•
HE SPAN6F IS I l-ITTIA IZED AT HALF•CAP IT t^ ( CAN/2).
NTEGF O STNYa•I
C SPINTT TS THE b)TP1) PARAMETER OF THE INITIAL VALUE OF SPONGE.
C DEFAULT I VA(UF AnF' PINIT IS HALF' CAPACITY
IF(Yk .LT. p n1 p^ I!a"f	 E
19000L FFAD ( (t j400; ^4^ ns I
 HA V g
 f1• 
INITIAL VALUES*
F t in fn, STN! SPINIT = VA U




THE SPONliF M OISTUD VAP[[49L E. M.H. TRENCHA90o
nINPUT g TA P-InA p wx 4P4AY OF mETFOPO LOnICAL VARIABLES
OUT P UTOpAli_Y n S om^GF VAL IlES AI INS WiAi( : qG VALU E OF SPONGE SPINLT.
PF,AL WX (h.11S6)
SPONGFsCPTk1IT




TX -M AXI -llm TFMNFOATURE (F)•TN-MINIMUM TEMPERATURE ( F), PPN-PRECIPITA-
T I 
OSPOF!(NSF=SPnNIGF.PPN-FP (T X, TN) • SP ONr?F/ (10.0 »CAP )
EP' 15 TPENrl--A Q0S MnN HLY PAN FVAPONATION FUNCTION--OIVIL)E BY 30 DAYSTO OFT A nAll Y VAL,IE
I F (SPnN1+E .r7T.CAP) SoO^IGE=CAP





FILF= PInRVP	 FnRTRAN A	 CONVERSATInNAL MONITOR SYSTEM
tr lln
FII T^tnN VW (T^f•T411
w.N.T^ MCMARn os motg rkY P40 I EVAPMO AT AN frUNCr	 ^rPIt NPIIT M WkI 1 00 ANn 
MIOJA4CIILATI^
NimlIM TVMP RA T11la S !TA A s4A TN1 IN DEG. F.1111TP 1 1T PA %O Fi(A0n*AT W # IN IkICNr'ti,I)SE VAPOP FUNICT t ON 	 SAT11RATION VAPOR PQFSSUkE
ro n A.?1^+3 • t^.347 1
 V11(TVic)w0*P644 +VAPORI TNI
11FITM LFl!1P . Q 1Eo=.11
NO F %lAPnP4TlMN (F T4o MAXIMUM TEMPE RATURE IS dEL04 FREEZING.P^
F
Oki()
11 ok1 TTO%i %W110IT)
N.H.TR NCMARnlVj FUNCTION jn CALCULATE S%PATIAN VAPOR PR5SS RE OVERWATE P o INPUT TFMPEOST I )PF Tr IN OEf,, F, OUT
	 VAPOR PRESSU E IN
MP• VAPOR;4 1);EXP 4-t 76Po&P621EOS*S,S9?6079ISE03*T-2.NSO172636*T*02)
I/11•?4^	 27PQ5+3.fi))
Rc URN
ENO
NASA-JSC
A-8
